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This research grant was a continuatiun of an earlier grant, entitled

"Workload ESLitilation Techniques in Piloting Tasks." The earlier grant had a

perfuraiance period beginning on February 1, 1980 and ending on January 31,

1983. The final report for the earlier grant has already been sublaitted to

NASiI and has the followinK bibliographic citation:

"Comparative Evaluation of Workload . stimation Techniques in Piloting
Tasks." Final :report: February 1, 1 1,^J to February 1, 1983; ' ,ASA Grant
NAG2- 17, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA. Prepared by Dr.
Walter W. Wierwille, IEOR Dept., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, Blacksburg, Virginia ( IEOR Dept. Rept. No. b303).

The present report covers the period from February 1, 1983 to ;larch 14,

1984. This grant period was only partially funded, and therefore, research

work was concentrated on rating scale improvement for worlcload estiiaation.

Three publications have resulted from the research grant. They are as

follows:

J. 1:. Skipper, "The Effects of ;lodific-ition of a Decision Tree Eating
Scale Used for ie :tal ldurkluad Estimation in a Communications Task."
haster's Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,

IEOi( Department, Blacksburg, Virginia, August, 1983.

C. A. Rie-er, " Analysis of Decision Tree itating Techniques for the
AssessLent of Pilot ;lental Workload in a Simulated Flight Task
Lmphasizinb ' lediational Behavior." !taster's Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State Lniversity, IE0A Department, Elacksburo, Virginia,

Au.-ust, 1983.

W. 14. Wierwille, J .H. Skipper, and C . A. Rieger, " Decision Tree Rating
Scales for Workload Estimation: Therae and Variat i ons." Proceelinl;s of

the Nth Annual Conference on ,ianual Control, Sunnyvale, California,

June, 1964 (To appear.)

The remainder of this report is essentially a copy of the paper ^ ed
directly above. The paper suwiaarizes the results of the research for :'e
grant period and is therefore entirely appropriate as a final report.
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DECISION THEE RATING SCALES FOR WORKLOAD ESTIMATION:

THEME AND VARIATIONS

Walter ;7. Wierwille
Julie H. Skipper

Christine A. Hieger*

Vehicle Simulation Laboratory
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

SUM14ARY

The Modified Cooper-Harper (MCH) scale has been shown to be a sensitive
indicator of workload in several different types of aircrew tasks (Wierwille
and Casali, 1983). The study to be described in this paper was undertaken to
determine if certain variations of the scale might provide even greater
sensitivity and to determine the reasons for the sensitivity of the scale.

The MCH scale, which is a 10 point scale, and five newly devised scales were
examined in two different aircraft simulator experiments in which pilot
loading was treated as an independent variable. The five scales included a 15
point scale, computerized ve:sions of the MC11 and 15 point scales, a scale in

which the decision tree was removed, and one in which a 15 point lift-to-right
format was used.

i4	The results of the study indicate that while one of the new scales may be	 j
more sensitive in a given experiment, task dependency is a problem. 	 The MCH
scale on the other hand exhibits consistent sensitivity and remains the scale

recommended for general use. The MCH scale results are consistent with
earlier experiments also. This paper presents the results of the rating scale
experiments and also describes the questionnaire res p ilts which were directed
at obtaining a better understanding of the reasons for	 the relative
sensitivity of the 1•ICH scale and its variations.

INTRODUCTION

It has gradually become recognized that rating scales, properly designed
and tested, represent a sensitive and econo;aical ineans for estimating mental

workload. They can be used in a systematic manner to obtain a single
numerical response, which estimates the magnitude of the multidimensional
construct of mental workload.

Une of the wost populac and widely accepted scales is the so-called
Cooper-ilarper scale (Cooper and Harper, 1969). This scale incorporates an
unusual decision tree and descriptors directed at	 handling qualities,
stability, and workload.	 The scale is well suited for estimation of workload
in manual control systems.	 For example, Wierwille and Connor (1933) showed
that the scale was quite sensitive to changes in turbulence level and
longitudinal stability in an instrument landing task. 	 Variations of the
original scale have also appeared, but they too have been directed primarily

* Now with 11ughes Aircraft Co., Ground Systems Group, Fullerton, CA
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toward manual control applications (North and Graffunder, 1979; O'Connor and
Buede, 1977; Siefert, Daniels, and Schmidt, 1972; and Wolfe, 1982). ilore
recently, Wierwille developed a moaication of the scale, called the Modified

Cooper-Harper (RCH), which could be universally applied in mental workload
estimation, regardless of the type of loading imposed by the task (Wierwille
and Casali, 1983)*. In particular, the scale was designed to provide a global
measure of mental workload in tasks having loading along communications,
mediational, and perceptual dimensions. The scale was subsequently tested and
found to be experimentally sensitive and valid in three independent simulator

experiments.

Because the MCH scale had already been tested and found adequate,
questions could be asked regarding the reasons for its sensitivity and
regarding improvements that might be made. Thus, another study was undertaken
in which the MCH scale was systematically varied in an effort to gain greater

insight.	 Specifically, the MCH scale and five variations e.ap'aasizing major

design aspects were used in this study. 	 The six rating scales were then used
in two different experiments, one involving mediational (cognitive) loading
and one involving communications loading.	 The results are reported in this
paper.

METHOD

	

Thirty six pilots (30 private and 6 student) 	 participated, each
participating in both experiments.	 Four pilots were females, and 32 were
males.	 The pilots were tested for hearing and vision using standard tests.
They were paid for their participation.

	

The aircraft simulator used for the two flight task experiments was a 	 j
modified Singer-Link GAT-1B moving base, simulator.	 The simulator had three
degrees of physical motion--yaw, pitch, and roll. For both experiments, the

simulator was equipped with transluscent blinders to eliminate outside
distractions. The ambient illumination was held constant. A lapel microphone
and speaker system were installed in the simulator cockpit so that the
subjects could communicate with the " r ow-:" (experimenter). To assure that
the subjects were continually providing input control to the simulatot, mild,
randoL wind ousts were introduced into the simulator flight dyninics. For the
mediational experiment the simulator was additionally equipped with a Kodak
Ektagraphic slide projector (Model 260) mounted in front of the simulator
windscreen.	 To computerize two of the six rating scales, a TKS-80 h odel III
micro-computer was used. The rating scales were programmed in BASIC, and the
subject ratings were performed on the TKS-80 computer in a reduced glare
setting.

Six rating scale designs were used in both the communications and the
mediational	 experiments.	 The first	 rating scale	 was the	 Modified
Cooper-Harper (;ICII) rating scale described earlier.	 The MCH scale has a
3-3-3-1, decision tree scale structure. The second rating scale, C01-MICH, was
a computerized version of the MCH scale.	 The TKS-80 was used to administer
the HCH scale to the subjects on a decision-by-decision basis. 	 The subjects

* Figure 1 of Wierwille and Casali (1983) shows the HCH scale.
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were only permitted to deal with one primary decision at a time. 	 Thus, the

subjects did not know where each primary decision would lead on the rating
scale. (A typical cumputer frame of the COMP, ICII scale is illustrated in
Figure 1). The computer implemented scale was used to discover whether or not
the decision tree logic of the M CH scale was being utilized or if the subjects
were merely rating on the basis of the category descriptors and numerical

values.	 After each computer rating, the subjects were asked by the computer
if they were satisfied with their rating. If they were not satisfied, the

program repeated the procedure for rating.	 When the subjects were satisfied

with their rating, the rating value was recorded. To investigate the
possibility of additional rating scale categories increasing the sensitivity
of the I4CH scale, the third rating scale, MCH+ (Figure 2), expanded the M CH
scale to a 15 point decision-tree rating scale. 	 One additional category was

added to the first three rating groups and two additional categories were
added to the last rating group, giving a 4-4-4-3 scale structure. The

CO'4PN CH+ scale, the fourth rating scale, was a computerized version of the
HCH+ scale and was implemented in the same manner as the COM PA CH scale.

In the fifth rating scale, the PBX CH (performance-based PICH) scale
(Figure 3), the primary decision hierarchy was changed by manipulating the

tree structure.	 The PBX C14 decision tree flow was froiu left to right and the 	 I

first decision was concerned with the errors of the subjects in performing the
instructed task. This scale was used in an attempt to iiaprove the sensitivity
of the MCH scale by modifying the decision tree logic of the scale requiring

an assessment of the subjects' errors first in the rating process. Finally,
the sixth rating scale, the NDT (no decision tree) scale (Figure 4), removed

the visual decision tree structure from the M CH scale to find out how the
visual tree affected the sensitivity of the NCH scale. The N DT scale presents

the ?iCH rating information in a tabular format.

	

Identical experimental designs were used in both the communications and 	 •,̀

mediatioRal experiments. Data were analyzed as a rating scale by load (60)
design. Load presentation order was completely counterbalanced. Each subject

used only one rating scale, which was the same scale for both experiments.
Six suhjerts used each scale, resulting in a total of 36 subjects. 	 Thus,

rating scale was a fixed-effects between-subjects variable and load level was
a fixed-efft:cts within-subject variable. Experience level was controlled by
dividing the 36 subjects into sextiles according to flight hours and then
selecting one subject from each sextile for each rating scale.

CakUlUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT

The communications experiment task and protocol were identical to those

used by Casali and Wierwille (1983) in an experiment comparing many different
kinds of workload estimation techniques. 	 The reader is referred to this

earlier experiment for a detailed description of the task.	 Briefl•:, the

aircraft control and communication,; requirements were performed silaultaneously

in the task.	 After reaching altitude, subjects maintained straight and level
flight in mild turbulence until instructed to make changes.

For the communications aspect, the subjects listened to an S-minute tape
recorded message that was played over tiie cockpit speaker system.	 The taped

3
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communications scenario was a "tower" controller with a male voice. 	 The
subjects were required to attend to two components of the taped scenario. The
first component consisted of pilot commands. In the commands, the subjects

were asked to change and report aircraft parameters (e.g. change altitude,
heading, and radio frequency, and report airspeed, aircraft model, altitude,

and heading). In the second component of the taped scenario, the subjects
were presented with strings of randomly constructed aircraft call signs. Each

call sign consisted of two international phonetic letters and two single
digits (e.g. Alpha-Four-Bravo-One). Out of the randomly presented call signs
the subjects were instructed to respond "now" to their specific call sign
"One-Four-India-Echo" and to any of 5 permutations of the call sign which
always featured "one" in the first position of the call sign. Thus, the

subjects had six target call signs to listen for, each beginning with 'one",
as a cue to listen to what followed.

The communications load was varied in this experiment by manipulating the
presentation rate of the target call signs and the non-target permutations of
"One-Four-India-Echo." The three load levels were: low, 1 target every 12
seconds with 0 non-target permutations; medium, 1 target every 5 seconds with
30% permutations; and high, 1 target every 2 seconds with 40% permutations.

The experiment began with a practice flight which contained equal
portions of all three communications load levels. The data run flights then

followed --one at each load level. After each of the experimental flights, the

simulator was placed in autopilot control and the subjects left the simulator

to make a rating on their respective rating scale.	 They then completed a

questionnaire.	 The questionnaire was administered to allow the ;ubjects to

describe the factors on anich their ratings were based. 	 After the final
experimental flight the subjects landed the simulator and were dismissed.

(They returned later the same day to participate in 	 the mediational
experiment.	 After completion of both experiments, they were debriefed, paid,

and dismissed.)

In addition to the ratings, all verbal responses of the subjects were
recorded and later scored for errors of omission, errors of commission, and

reaction times.

COHriUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The main statistical analysis results for the communication experiment
are presented in Table 1.	 The rating scale scores for each rating scale were

first subjected to a one-way analysis of variance. An a-level of 0.01 was

specified to account for the fact that six different rating scale ANOVA's were
performed. Mean values, in terms of Z-scores for each rating scale, were also
computed and appear in the table.	 For those ANOVAs resulting in significance
at p < 0.01, Duncan's multiple comparisons were carried out.

The results of the tests indicate that the MCH, COMPMCH, and PBMCH scales
resulted in significant ANOVA's.	 All three scales increased monotonically
with load.	 Furthermore, the three scales exhibited similar sensitivity, with
the MCH showing slightly greater sensitivity than the other two.

4
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Two multivariate analyses were performed on the voice response measures,

at a = 0.05, to test the data for performance variations due to either the

rating scale groups or the pilot experience level groups.	 The Lhree measures

used were errors of omission, errors of commission, and response times. 	 The

Wilk's U— likelihood ratio statistic F — approximation is reported. The results
showed that there were no st;-.istically significant performance variations

among the rating scale groups (F (15, 77) = 1.40, P = 0.1663) nor the pilot

`	 experience level groups (F (15, 77) = 1.61,. E = 0.0895).

To obtain general information regarding the effects of pilot experience
level and load presentation order on the ratings of the subjects, converted
and col apsed raw score data were analyzed in two separate ANOVAs. The
results indicated that neither the pilots' experience levels (F (5, 30)

2.43, P = 0.0579) nor the load presentation orders (F (1, 35) = 0.43, P =
0.5173) affected the ratings of the pilots. The experience level results were

analyzed further using regression, but the additio. , al analyses did no,: provide

significant findings.

The responses to the questionnaire presented to the subjects indicated a
shift in tone from positive to negative as the load levels progressed from low

to medium to high. A Chi—square analysis on a 2 x 3 contingency table,

response type by load levels, resulted in -22 = 68.326, P <0.0001, confirming
the change of tone due to load in tFie responses of the subjects.

Typical response classifications were "time —sharing", "aircraft control", and

"recognition of target call signs".

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the MCH scale results in this
experiment were virtually identical to the MCH scale results obtained in the

earlier (Casali and Wierwille, 1983) study. This indicates a high degree of
repeatability for the MCH scale.

MEDIA;IONAL EXPERIMENT

This experimental task and 'orotocol were also identical to an earlier
experiment in which mediational activity was emphasized (Wierwille, Rahimi,
and Casali, 1984) and in which many different workload techniques were

evaluated.	 The reader is referred to this earlier experiment for a detailed

description of the task.	 Briefly, the overall task consisted of two
components:	 straight and level flight in mild turbulence (within specified

tolerances), and solution of navigation problems.	 Subjects performed the

tasks simultaneously with instructions indicating equal priority.

The navigation task of solving wind triangle problems was used to
interject mediational loading into the basic flight task. Wind vector

triangles depicted on slides involved solving for the effects of wind

direction and velocity on the path and speed of an aircraft.	 The slides

contained both a problem triangle and a r e ference triangle. The reference

triangle provided numerical values associated with the triangle legs and the

angles corresponding to the problem triangle.

The difficulty of the navigation problems was manipulated by varying the
question type, the numbers used in the mental calculation of the problems, and

5
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the orientALion of the reference triangles. Depending upon the question type,

the problems required triangle comparison, triangle comparison followed by an
addition or subtraction, or triangle comparison followed by an addition or

subtraction and a subsequent division. For all load levels, the slide
presentation rate was held constant a, a rate of one slide per 25 seconds.

Subjects expressed their answers verbally. 	 These responses were recorded for

later use in computing response time and number of correct responses. It is
important to note that the subjects did not implement the solutions to the
navigation problems. They maintained constant altitude, heading, and airspeed
throughout each flight.

The general flight procedures for the mediational experiment were the
same as for the communications experiment. In particular, one practice and
three data flights were performed, and subjects left the simulator while in

autopilot to make their ratings and questionnaire responses.

MEDIATIONAL EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The main results of the mediational experiment are presented in Table 2.
The table includes individual ANOVA's at a corrected a level of 0.01,

standardized mean (Z-score) values for each rating scale, and Duncan's
multiple comparisons tests for those scales having significant ANOVA's.

The results indicate that only the PBMCH scale was not significant at p <
0.01. All of the scales exhibited monotonic increases with load. In terms of

the Duncan's tests, sensitivity among those scales demonstrating significance
could be ranked as follows:	 Most sensitive, MCH+; next most sensitive,

COMPMCH and NDT; next most sensitive, MCH and COMP14CH+. However, all five
scales are actually quite sensitive, considering the small sample size and
strict criterion used.

To provide substantiation of the results obtained with the rating scale
data, a MANOVA was performed using both mean response time and percentage of
errors on the navigation problems for each experimental flight as dependent
measures. When using the F-approximation of Wilks U-statistic to compare the
groups of subjects assigned to each rating scale condition, there was no
significant main effect of rating scale, F (10,58) - 1.49, P - 0.1684. 	 This
result indicates that no differences in primary task performance were
associated with subject assignment. 	 TLe lack of a rating scale main effect
suggests that conclusions regarding the sensitivity of the scales are based on
true scale differences rather than group differences in 	 primary task
performance.

A second MANOVA was conducted to determine whether there was a main
effect of experience level on mean response time and percent error in the

mediational task. The F-approximation to Wilk's . U-statistic revealed no
significant differences in task performance associated with experience level,
F (10, 58) - 0.49, P - 0.8894.

Using the standardized ratings for the three load presentations--first,
second, or third, a one-way analysis of variance revealed no significant

6
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differences attributed to load level presentation order, F (2,70) - 0.37, r -

0.6942. A one-way ANOVA on the sum of the standardized ratings across the
load levels for each subject indicated no significant effects of experience

level on the summed ratings, F (15,30) - 1.33, P - 0.2815.

The questionnaire responses to the low, nedium, and high load levels were
sorted into comments which were "positive" or favorable in tone and "negative"

or unfavorable in tone. A Chi-square test revealed significant differences in
the frequencies of the favorable and unfavorable responses across the load

levels, X2 - 55.94, P - 0.0001. Favorable comments occurred most often at the
low load level, while unfavorable ones occurred most often at the high load

level. Based on categories which were derived by sorting, it seems that the

major factors which influenced the subjects' ratings were the amount of time

available, the difficulty of the task, and their assessment of how well the
task requirements were met.

In terms of comparison of the MCH scale results of this experiment with
those of the earlier mediational experiment (Wierwille, Rahimi, and Casali,

1984), it was found that again the two were virtually identical.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE RESULTS OF THE TWO EXPERIMENTS

Several conclusions can be readily drawn by comparing the information
contained in Tables 1 and 2. First, in terms of global sensitivity, only the

MCH and the COMPMC11 exhibited significance in both experiments at the p < 0.01
level. This finding indicates that none of the other scales possess as higl-. a

general sensitivity as the MCH scale and its computerized version. All of the

other scales exhibited sensitivity in only one experiment. While the MCH+
scale and NDT scale exhibited slightly higher sensitivities than the MCH in

the mediational experiment, these two su:ies could not be counted on to
provide better results than the MCH in other types of experiments.

The table also shows that the MCH scale and CONPMCH scale are about equal
in sensitivity. Apparently. computerizing the scale, such that a subject is
forced to use the tree structure, haf no effect on the sensitivity of the
scale. In the communications experiment the MCH scale is slightly more

sensitive, and in the mediational experiment the COMPMCH is slightly more
sensitive. On balance, however, they have the same sensitivity.

It should be noted that each given subiect used only one rating scale.
Thus, the ratings for the '•1C11+ scale, for example, were performed by the same
group of subjects in both experiments. Therefore, one cannot attribute the

differences in scale sensitivity across experiments to individual differences
in suuject groups. All other peripheral statistical tests support the

conclusion that all of the scales except the MCH and COMPMCII are task

dependent.

Other conclusions can also be drawn. 	 Does increasing the number of
categories from 10 to 15 as in the MCH+ scale (Figure 2) improve sensitivity?
The answer appears to be "not consistently".	 While the MCH+ is somewhat more
sensitive in the mediational experiment, it is substantially less sensitive in

the communications experiment. 	 For the computerized version of the 15

7



category scale (the COMPMCH+), sensitivity is about the same as the MCH in the

mediational experiment and much lower than the MCH in the communications

experiment. The conclusion is that 15 categories is not generally as good as

lO categories.

Does revision of the scale to produce a left-to-right decision tree with
15 categories (the PBMCH, Figure 3) improve sensitivity?	 The answer to this

question is "no".	 The PBMCH is not as sensitive as the MCH in either of the

two experiments.

Finally, does a tabular format, with the decision tree removed (the NDT,

Figure 4) improve sensitivity? 	 The answer in this case is again "not
consistently".	 While the NDT is slightly more sensitive than the MCH in the

mediational experiment, it is much less sensitive than the MCH in the

communications experiment.	 -

In regard to the questionnaire responses, it wa.; found that pilots do
rate on the basis of concepts similar to those which researchers tend to think
should be included in workload. While wording did vaty, the subjects tended

to rate on the basis of time pressure, difficulty, assessed performance, and

problems of time sharing.	 Their comments changed in tone and frequency as
expected with load level.

In general then, conflicting re:'ults betwe..n the two experiments indicate
that sensitivity of most rating scales varies in subtle ways. However, the

MCH scale and its computerized version are consistently sensitive and
reliable.	 Furthermore, pilots' ratings appear to be based on factors similar
to those which researchers currently consider important.
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